Tips for Teens
The Powerful Gift of Giving Your Time
By Stephen W. Bowman

Over the years I have
learned something that has
prominently stood out to me
– volunteering and giving
back to the community is an
investment that has positive
returns. Getting involved with
your church, a local Boys &
Girls Club, or an environmental
project can provide you with
opportunities, friendship, and
the reward of making a difference.

“Sometimes money can buy
or fix things, but many times
it’s knowledge, hard work, and
dedication that are needed in
order to make a difference.”

My work on our local Rice Lake School Board as the Board
Chair has put some pressure on me as the education and
public sector world in Wisconsin underwent significant
change. However, after working for many long hours we
were rewarded by creating an environment and district that
values the citizens and businesses, cares for the students,
and reflects well on a community that cares. The board did
not do this because we had to, but because we wanted to.
This did not go unnoticed by the community and staff. My
reward was that I felt like I was part of an organization that
truly made a difference.
Sometimes money can buy or fix things, but many times it’s
knowledge, hard work, and dedication that are needed in

order to make a difference.
Had I known this as a
young adult, I would have
volunteered my time much
sooner.

If money is short, giving
your time will pay a
dividend. You will meet
like-minded people who
can
become
lifelong
friends. In the business world, sometimes it’s who you know,
not what you know, that makes a difference – so the more
people you know, the better!
Giving back through volunteering is also like creating a
legacy. The best part is that this is a legacy you can witness
and enjoy while you are alive. It is very important for young
adults to channel their energy to a good cause because
it can have a powerful effect on your life and the lives of
others. Selfless giving can come back to you with many
positive benefits if your motives are good. So, talk to your
parents, teachers or role models about a good cause for
which you could volunteer, if you haven’t already. There are
many ways to find an excuse of why not to give your time,
but after you try it, those excuses will go away.

Addison Bowman (left photo), Kallahan Bowman (center photo) and other volunteers (right photo)
donating their time at a food packing event for Feed My Starving Children.
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QUIZ
1. You don’t need to start volunteering until you’re an adult.
		
TRUE
		
FALSE
2. “If money is short, giving your time will pay a _____________.”
		
salary
		
very small amount
		
dividend
		
lot
3. Giving back through volunteering and
making a difference is also like creating a legacy.
		
TRUE
		
FALSE

4. Tell us how you have volunteered, or
how you are planning to volunteer,
to make a difference:
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
All correct quizzes submitted will receive a
Business & Estate Advisers, Inc. pizza cutter!
Please fill in your name below and send your
quiz via email, fax or mail to:
Business & Estate Advisers, Inc.
Attention: Jane
738 North Wilson Ave.
Rice Lake, WI 54868
Fax: 715-434-0441
Email: jane@business-estate.com

NAME______________________________________ PHONE ______________________ EMAIL___________________________

PRIVACY NOTICE

THIS NOTICE IS FOR YOUR INFORMATION. NO RESPONSE IS REQUIRED.

Business & Estate Advisers, Inc. and B & E Investment Advisers, Inc. and B & E Pension Advisers, Inc. collectively referred to as “B & E”, strongly believe in protecting the confidentiality and security
of information we collect about you. This notice describes our privacy policy and describes how we treat the information we receive (“information”) about you. It applies to all current, former
and prospective clients.
Why We Collect and How We Use Information: We collect and use information for business purposes with respect to our business relationships involving you. These include evaluating a
request for products or services, administering our products or services, and processing transactions requested by you. We may also use information to offer you other products or services
we provide.
How We Collect Information: We get most information directly from you. The information that you give us when applying for our products or services generally provides the information
we need. If we need to verify information or need additional information, we may obtain information from third parties. Information collected may relate to your finances, employment,
avocations, or other personal characteristics as well as transactions with us or with others.
How We Protect Information: We treat information in a confidential manner. Our employees, registered representatives, and investment adviser representatives acting on our behalf are
required to protect the confidentiality of information. These employees and representatives may access information only when there is an appropriate reason to do so, such as to administer or
offer our products or services. We also maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards to protect information; these safeguards comply with all applicable laws. Employees, registered
representatives, and investment adviser representatives are required to comply with our established policies.
Information Disclosure: We may disclose any information when we believe it necessary to conduct our business or where disclosure is required by law. For example, information may be
disclosed to others to enable them to provide business services for us such as, performing general administrative activities for us and assisting us in processing a transaction requested by
you. Information may also be disclosed for audit or research purposes or to law enforcement and regulatory agencies, for example, to help us prevent fraud. Information may be disclosed to
others that are outside of B & E, such as companies that process data for us or companies that provide general administrative services for us. We may make other disclosures of Information
as permitted by law.
We may provide information to nonaffiliated financial services companies with which we have a joint agreement. We do not make any disclosures of information to other companies who
may want to sell their products to you. For example, we will not sell your name to a catalog company. We may disclose any information, other than consumer report or health information,
for the purposes described in this paragraph.
Access to and Correction of Information: Generally, upon your written request, we will make available information for your review. Information collected in connection with, or in
anticipation of, any claim or legal proceeding will not be made available. If you notify us that the information is incorrect, we will review it. If we agree, we will correct our records. If we do not
agree, you may submit a short statement of dispute, which we will include in any future disclosure of information.
Further Information: In addition to any other privacy notice we may provide, a recently enacted federal law established new privacy standards and requires us to provide this summary of
our privacy policy. You may have additional rights under other applicable laws. For additional information regarding our privacy policy, please write us at 282 East Wayzata Boulevard, Wayzata,
MN, 55391.
* Clients of B&E Investment Advisers, Inc. desiring an annual update of our Form ADV may call (952) 475-0440 to request an updated copy. March 2012.

